Electric Buses in Malaysia: Policies, Innovations, Technologies and Life Cycle Evaluations
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Abstract: A large-scale adoption of electric buses (EBs) is a promising solution to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector. In the upcoming decades, the development of EB technologies will be initiated worldwide, including in Malaysia. Government policies to support EB deployments have been widely established. Therefore, Malaysia’s National Automotive Policy has stated a roadmap of policies to promote a national groundwork accordingly. Following the elaboration of Malaysia’s goals for EBs deployments by 2014 and 2020, there are crucial associated topics for EBs implementation, including EB innovations and technologies adoption. This study presents a deep discussion about the groundwork of EB innovations that have been initiated in Malaysia to meet the roadmap targets. This paper also comprehensively reviews the technical specifications of EB innovation technologies, including Electric Bus Innovation Malaysia, Malaysia Automotive Institute, and Go Auto prototypes. In addition, this study outlines the EB technologies that have been launched in three states in Malaysia, known as Putrajaya, Melaka, and Sarawak. Furthermore, a generic framework for life cycle assessments of EB is presented, focusing on the economic and environmental impacts. This framework provides the necessary groundwork for further studies on charging infrastructure requirements.
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1. Introduction

With industrial activities and power and heat generation, the transport sector is considered one of the significant energy-demanding sectors globally. In 2015, International Energy Agency (IEA) reported that the worldwide transport sector consumed around 31,310 TWh of the total energy demand, which approximately represented 14% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [1,2]. In 2010, Malaysia’s transportation accounted for 40% of total energy use and 22.9% of Malaysia’s GHG emissions. To meet
Malaysia’s commitment under the Paris Agreement for mitigating GHG emissions intensity by 45% in 2030, the Government targeted to launch 2000 electric buses (EBs) to be adopted into its transportation sector [3]. In this regard, the author in [4] introduced a critical review about the challenges and possibilities of the inclusion of electric vehicles to reduce the carbon footprint in the transport sector. The study concludes that the transport sector’s decarburization could be possible by using EVs as a sustainable and efficient alternative to traditional diesel- and petrol-based vehicles. The impacts of EB batteries on sustainable development have been discussed in [5]. Authors in [6] assessed the emission of pollutants from public transport based on the example of diesel buses and trolleybuses. The research results clearly show that using trolleybuses in public transportation reduces the damage costs of the emission of pollutants that amount to approximately EUR (€) 30,000–60,000 per year for the analyzed lines in this study. In [7], The possibilities and limitations of developing public transport in Poland based on electric buses were presented. The main results of the work demonstrated that the optics of Poland’s national and regional authorities are focused mainly on electric buses without a thorough analysis of the legitimacy of their operation. In the same context, a review of electric public transport development has been done in [8]. In terms of economic impact evaluation of EB, an in-depth techno-economic analysis of the public transport sector in a small to midsize city and its surrounding area is reported by [9]. Based on this study, the total cost of ownership results for electric buses shows a strong cost decrease until the year 2030, reaching 23.5% lower TCOs compared to the conventional diesel bus.

However, there are several significant challenges to expanding the buses’ electrification in transportation networks. Thus, bus electrification could increase the electricity demand and significantly change the spatial-temporal shapes of requests, potentially impacting the electricity on existing infrastructure [10]. Addressing these barriers may need upgrading of electricity supply infrastructure and modernization on future electrical grid expansion. It can be noted that the expanding interdependency between stationary electric power generation, particularly renewable resources, and the transportation sector are emerging. Recently, such participation has been of particular significance nowadays because of the upcoming introduction of EBs. EBs with the prospective diffusion of bus-to-grid integration (BGI) technologies can offer several benefits in this context. BGI could support load balancing, backup electrical power, regulate voltage and frequency, reduce peak-loads, decrease the uncertainty in grid load forecasts, and increase the adoption of renewable energy. Alternately in the past decade, the charging technology and battery capacity of EBs have been improved from slow charging and low ability to ultrafast charging and high capacity, which has emerged to play an essential role in replacing conventional bus operation, powered by diesel or gasoline, with EB [11]. Since lithium-ion batteries have remarkable performances in balancing the power and energy densities, these batteries are primarily employed as an energy storage system in EBs [12]. However, this storage system frequently suffers from high replacement costs and short battery lives [13]. An efficient thermal management system for Li-ion batteries is challenging due to their high operating temperatures and risk of thermal runaway. The research in [14] proposed an improved cooling solution for a Li-ion battery pack. The results show that the battery stack’s peak temperature is decreased by 30.62% by using air cooling and reduced by 38.40% by using liquid cooling.

Moreover, it is crucial to improve the energy management of EB-ESS in terms of external and internal performances. On the other hand, for EBs’ external operations, rational scheduling of EBs based on the characteristics of the working loads can lower operational expenses. Nonetheless, improvements in the battery management system (BMS) based on the discharging and charging characteristics of batteries can effectively extend the battery life for the internal operations of the EBs [15]. Due to appropriate policy implementation and declining battery costs, global electric bus adoption is set to triple by 2025. Wood Mackenzie Power and Renewables stated that EBs adoption in China has exponentially increased from 2018 to 2025 [16], as shown in Figure 1.
Based on propulsion configuration, EBs would be performed by different degrees of electrification. These configurations can be classified into four types: fuel cell electric bus (FCEB), hybrid electric bus (HEB) series and parallel, and battery electric bus (BEB) [17]. The power source for electric engines is the main difference between these technologies. In this context, HEB employs both an internal combustion engine (ICE) and an electric motor (EM) to provide wheels with traction power [18]. The EM of FCEB is powered by a fuel cell technology that converts hydrogen and oxygen by applying a pair of redox reactions into electricity, water, and heat [19–21]. In comparison, the BEB technology is powered by an energy storage system (ESS) stored in an onboard battery pack [22,23]. The BEB technology is operationalized using two configurations based on the charging form: BEB overnight technology and BEB opportunity technology [24]. In this regard, BEB overnight technology would be operated with a range of up to 300 km with charging time (2–4 h). In contrast, the BEB opportunity technology has a smaller battery that could be fully charged within (5–10 min), where this bus could be operated at a limited range (35–50 km).

Recently, few researchers have correspondingly investigated the adoption of electric bus technologies and operations in Malaysia. In [11], the authors examined the possibility of EB operation as an alternative to traditional bus operation (powered by natural gas) in Putrajaya city, Malaysia. The study was analyzed based on the existing bus network in Putrajaya. The advanced EB operating model has adjusted accordingly by applying several operational issues, including charging facility and battery capacity. Furthermore, in [25], the industrial design-led approach is presented to enhance public acceptance for EB in Malaysia by examining several positive and negative scenarios worldwide for improving public transportation systems in Malaysia. In [26], the researchers estimated the required generated power for charging 100,000 electric vehicles (EVs) and 2000 EBs by 2030 in Malaysia, where an EB is powered by 70 kWh. Based on this estimation, the researcher recommended increasing the electric energy generation capacity to meet the country’s electric energy peak demand by charging EVs and EBs by 2030. However, reviewing roadmap policies associated with EBs is neglected in various previous studies that discussed EBs in Malaysia. Therefore, there is a gap in understanding the interaction between policies and EB deployments in Malaysia. In addition, discussion in the areas of EB innovations and technologies in Malaysia is not specifically covered in any literature.

To address these gaps, this paper comprehensively detailed a roadmap of a series of policies reported by Malaysia National Automotive Policy (NAP) linked to EB deployments in 2014 and 2020. In this paper, some EB innovations that manufacturing companies in Malaysian have developed are thoroughly described. Besides, EB technologies that are currently operated in some transient networks around Malaysia are deeply de-
liberated. Harmoniously, this paper assesses the potential to replace conventional bus technologies (powered by diesel) with EB in Malaysia by proposing a generic framework that outlines the EB life cycle.

This paper contributes to the existing body of knowledge by suggesting a generic framework that summarizes the previous studies’ theoretical findings, which could lay out the theoretical background for future studies tackling the issue of transitioning from fossil fuel to electric-based transportation. Furthermore, the study’s framework is generic and can be tailored to suit any regional requirements set by the governing bodies of regional authorities. The framework also serves as potential guidance to new initiatives set by partners within the Malaysian context or within regions that have similar policies to outline the progress made and the challenges faced in the Malaysian context both in terms of policymaking and the expected outcomes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines Malaysia roadmap policies by 2014 and 2020. The recent EB innovations in Malaysia are thoroughly discussed in Section 3. Three EB technologies that have been implemented in Malaysia are intensely reviewed in Section 4. Section 5 presents a generic framework of EB life cycles. Finally, the conclusion and a brief overview of the future research are presented in Section 6.

2. Malaysia Roadmap by 2014 and 2020: Goals and Policies

Under the Third Industrial Master Plan (IMP3) 2006–2020, the Malaysian Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) established the first chapter of NAP back in 2006 to guide in strengthening the automotive sector [27]. NAP’s strategies mainly focus on deploying the automotive sectors based on consumers’ interests, industry expansion, and competitiveness. In this paper, the scope regarding NAP 2014 and NAP 2020 has been narrowed down to matters associated with EBs policy, goals, and achievements, as discussed in the next section.

2.1. NAP 2014

NAP 2014 concentrates on developing a sustainable and highly competitive automotive manufacturing sector, where the buses in the public transport sector are part of this strategy. Thus, consistent with NAP 2014, Malaysia has planned to adopt 100,000 EVs by 2020 with initiative up to RM150 million investments from potential local investors to implement 100 EBs for several implementation mechanisms, including outright purchase transit-oriented developments and leasing. NAP 2014 puts a lot of emphasis on supply chain, market expansion, green initiatives, human capital, and development of the entire automotive ecosystem, particularly EB deployments [28].

The international description of energy efficient vehicles (EEVs) are vehicles that assemble a set of requirements in terms of fuel consumption (L/km) and carbon emission level (CO₂/km). Thus, EEV includes EV, hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), fuel-efficient vehicles, EB, HEB, FCEB. In this context, the main goal of NAP 2014 was to transform the automotive manufacturing in Malaysia towards becoming the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) hub for EEV by the year 2020 [28], as shown in Figure 2. This target would be achieved by enhancing research and development resources in various technologies, such as rechargeable battery technologies, light material, telematics, tooling, and component design.
2.2. NAP 2020

Various consultations and engagements were initiated in NAP 2020 with support from numerous intellects, academia, agencies, ministries, research and analysts’ entities, financial institutions, associations, and industry players [27,29]. The core target of NAP 2020 was built on constructing specific strategic plans with future development targets towards Malaysia’s competitive and potential advantage based on addressing disruptors and capitalizing opportunities in tandem with the future growth of the global automotive industry. In the electric bus domain, specific measures have been clarified in NAP 2020, which are as follows:

1. Stimulate application and manufacturing of local battery packs batteries together with enhancement of BMS.
2. Establish standards to promote wireless charging and battery swapping.
3. Establish standards for disposal and recycling of batteries.
4. Develop practicability research on hydrogen fuel cell technology.
5. Build EB smart grid interoperability centers.
6. Employ well-to-wheel model in the computation of emission from EB.

2.3. Compared Kuala Lumpur Roadmaps with Other Cities

This section compares Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia’s policy action toward EB Adoption, with other cities according to World Resources Institute (WRI). Based on a categorization system classified as either implementation or policy-based, WRI has reported mass EB adoption in 15 cities to assess their relative policy. These cities have been chosen because their EB deployment experiences may offer valuable information for different cities [30]. In the policy action, the cities have considered or actively considered specific EB policies or adoption targets. The city has procured and is working EBs either as a test or as part of its regular public transportation service in the implementation action. The level to how each of the 16 cities has undertaken actual policy and/or implementation steps was assessed to place each city was assigned to one of five stages (Stages 0–4, as shown in Table 1). These acts are used in this study to identify where in Malaysia EB adoption is in terms of location.

Table 1. EB Adoption has been taken by the 15 case study cities [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Policy/Target</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Formal Discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Addis Ababa, Ethiopia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ahmedabad, India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quito, Ecuador</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mexico City, Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cope Town, South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bangalore, India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Belo Horizonte, Brazil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bogotá, Colombia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Singapore, Singapore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Putrajaya, Malaysia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Madrid, Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Philadelphia, United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Manali, India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Santiago, Chile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
YELLOW: ambiguous; GREEN: implemented; RED: not implemented.

**Stage Zero (0):** At present, there have been no specific EB-related safeguards in place in the city. However, while a few discussions have taken place, no action has yet been made. **Stage One (1):** The city is exploring EB deployment at this level (also known as the emerging stage), starting to perform analysis and research on the viability and applicability of EBs in the local context, and conducting a relevant roadmap. **Stage Two (2):** In this stage (which is also called the breakthrough stage), the city starts to test the EB technologies with pilot projects, investigating areas for improvement, trying to collect operational data, and arranging for mass adoption of EBs. **Stage Three (3):** At this stage (also called the growing stage), by launching more EBs, the city is speeding up the adoption process. Meanwhile, route-based or city-level planning has begun to improve operational efficiency and ensure quality service. **Stage Four (4):** At this stage (known as the consolidated stage), the city is working toward complete electrification of its local bus system, achieving the highest level of electrification that willingly or could achieve without losing service quality.

A. Addis Ababa had introduced the first two trolley EBs that were assembled locally by supporting a Russian company. However, the Ethiopian Government has not had any initiative in planning about adopting EBs.

B. Ahmedabad is in a move to adopt EBs, where eight EBs were dedicated to the city.

C. Although the manufacturer conducted an EB pilot test in Quito, the Government has not had any meaningful discussions about adopting EB or made any plans in this area.

D. In Mexico City, the Government is conducting a long-term policy and is scheduling to adopt EB pilots on specific routes once the analysis and research have been completed.

E. Cape Town developed a structured pilot plan after conducting a small fleet of EBs (not yet operational). When the case study was conducted, however, the initiative was under investigation by local authorities.

F. Bangalore has a three-month EB trial administered by a manufacturing company, but the decision-makers did not further develop the project or purchase EB. Thus, the EB adoption project in Bangalore cannot be considered the trial phase as a structured pilot.

G. The pilot project for adopting EB in Belo Horizonte was started in 2016, but the project has not been formally implemented at the time of reporting.

H. IADB pilot project for EB adoption in Bogotá was launched in previous years, but the project was not formally implemented at the time of reporting.

I. In the race to deploy and test EBs, Singapore has emerged as the frontrunner by captivating multiple substantial initiatives in recent years. Singapore city has published the guidelines and standards for autonomous vehicles (AVs), but it is on track for planned pilot deployment in 2022.

J. There have been various EBs pilot projects in Putrajaya conducted by multiple manufacturing companies, such as Putra NEDO EB Project associated with the charging system of super quick charge (SQC).

K. Nowadays, there are 15 BYD K9UB BEs as a part of the EMT Madrid fleet operation. Additionally, EMT Madrid has approved a 35 million Euro investment for the purchase of 50 new EBs.

L. The 25 EBs in Philadelphia were deployed in 2019, which California-based automaker Proterra built. This project is supported by the federal low or no emission vehicle program and Pennsylvania Act 89.
M. A total of 25 EBs have been assigned to the Manali fleet. The EBs, on the other hand, only run for a limited period each year, and they plan to scale up the project is unclear.

N. In late 2018, Santiago integrated 100 EBs, followed by another 100 in early 2019. However, it is unclear whether these new buses qualify as “bulk route operations”.

O. Shenzhen is the world’s first major city to run an entirely EB fleet (around 16,000 EBs).

The chart in Table 1 and countries’ progression towards adoption EBs are related to GHG emissions. It can be seen that a small number of countries contribute most of the greenhouse gas emissions, and the top 10 emitters account for more than two-thirds of the global annual greenhouse gas emissions. Most of them also have huge populations and economies. Together, they account for more than 50% of the world’s population and nearly 60% of its GDP. Thus, the chart in Table 1 is in agreement with Figure 3 whereby China being the most advanced progress country with EBs, is the largest emitter, with 26% of global greenhouse gas emissions, followed by the US with 13%, the European countries with 7.8% and India with 6.7% [31,32].

![Figure 3. Global GHG emissions by country in 2020 [31,32].](image)

3. EB Innovations in Malaysia

This section focuses primarily on Malaysian research and development companies that introduced EBs based on design-led innovations. These companies, such as Sync R&D, Malaysian Automotive Institute (MAI), and Go Auto-Higher, cooperated with the Malaysian Government to develop a more sustainable public transport system. It is essential to mention that the COVID 19 has affected many sectors, including industry, innovation, and transport section worldwide [33,34]. The new pandemic affects the EB innovations in Malaysia, as discussed in [35].

3.1. Sync R&D EB Prototype

Sync R&D is a Malaysian product development company established in 2006. This company introduced an EB prototype, known as Electric Bus Innovation Malaysia (EBM). To ensure that the EB prototype will not rust and has a lighter mass, the bus is constructed by assembling layers upon layers of monocoque fiberglass frames. These layers can also make the bus safer and sturdier in the event of an unfortunate incident. As shown in Figure 4, EBIM is 12 m long and can accommodate 40 passengers. For vehi-
cle type approval, EBIM is designed following United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) standards supplied by Automotive Engineering of Transport Department Malaysia. The interior and external parameters of the EBIM bus, which was used to develop the Malaysian drive cycle model, are shown in Table 2 [36]. The significant tests have been applied either on the road or in-house, as detailed in Table 3.

Figure 4. Malaysian Innovation Electric Bus: The main structure.

Table 2. Interior and exterior characteristics [36].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of the bus</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load for each passenger</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal area of the vehicle (A)</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag coefficient of the vehicle (Cd)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air density (ρ)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling resistance (Crr)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration because of thr gravity (g)</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>ms⁻²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. EBIM Tests and descriptions [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bus Endurance Tester (BET)</td>
<td>The bus performance is tested by using BET to determine the system working under sustained use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)</td>
<td>To examine the function of the ABS system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite Element Analysis (FEA)</td>
<td>FEA has been used to verify the functionality of the battery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging Test</td>
<td>To present the correlation between both temperatures rise and charging rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus Dimensions</td>
<td>To determine the maximum height and width of the body.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electronically Controlled Air Suspension (ECAS) Test
To prove that ECAS height modifications are correct and that the kneeling function operates without fail.

Acceleration test
Calculate the time it takes to accelerate from 0 to 20 km/h, 0 to 50 km/h, and 0 to 60 km/h.

3.2. Malaysian Automotive Institute (MAI) EB Prototype

During the NAP 2014 Roadmap launch, MAI unveiled an electric bus prototype, as depicted in Figure 5. The bus includes a combined body and chassis and an ultra-low floor design for simple access and egress. The front and rear bumpers and the body panels are comprised of fiberglass, aluminum, or high-impact acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic. The body panels are similarly designed for rapid replacement when damaged during work.

![Figure 5. EB prototype of Malaysian Automotive Institute.](image)

The MAI-EB prototype bus is powered by a modular set of three 633 V lithium-ion battery packs, customized to deliver 90 kWh, 180 kWh, or 270 kWh; this means that the bus may be made more versatile by adjusting the capacity of the 270-kWh configuration, which can make up for a single shift on an urban bus route and cover a range of about 200 km. In general, a battery management system (BMS) is used to keep track of the present state of the batteries and check that the batteries are firmly connected and disconnected when they are being charged [37]. The bus has regenerative braking technology, which is operated through supervisory controller systems and in charge of other subsystems (power steering, BMS, cooling, etc.). One of the vital management aspects of the BEB is scheduling. In this regard, optimal charging schedule planning for electric buses using aggregated day-ahead auction bids is proposed [38]. The results showed that the auction-based charging of all 22 buses outperforms as-soon-as-possible schedules by 7% to even 28% of daily cost savings using the aggregated bids.
Buses equipped with airbag suspension on both the front and rear axles help both the bus and its passengers by reducing the risk of overturning. In the front, we have a low floor axle, which is attached to a set of airbag suspension that has a 7000 kg rating, while in the rear, we have a whole electric axle, which is also connected to a group of airbag suspension that has an 11,000 kg rating [39]. The entire suspension system enables the bus to transport 65 passengers; additional technical information is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. MAI-EB technical specifications [39].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature List</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body type</strong></td>
<td>• A total capacity of 65 passengers and 12 ultra-low floors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A completely welded 304 stainless steel chassis and integrated body, all complete with composite and alloy flooring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Additional lightweight components keep the bus’s fully loaded weight within the 16,000 kg axle weight restriction and 18,000 kg gross bus weight limit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heating and Cooling</strong></td>
<td>Thermo king X1000-E electric air conditioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exterior Paneling</strong></td>
<td>One-piece side sheet all-composite fire-retardant fiberglass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Battery</strong></td>
<td>• A modular set of three battery packs 633 V DC (lithium-ion batteries), where the strings are configurable to 90, 180, and 270 kWh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• This represents the configuration of 1, 2, and 3-ton battery set for medium, short, and long rang bus operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The configuration of 270 kWh is designed to provide a 200 km range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BMS</strong></td>
<td>• BMS is designed for dynamic and static charging control including safe connection and disconnection during the charging cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• State of charge and health diagnostics, including voltage and temperature monitored at the cell level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supervisory controller systems</strong></td>
<td>The modular supervisory controller system architecture includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Real-time dynamic control of ZF driveline (Semikron SKAI inverters).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Power management (regenerative braking).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Supervisory control of subsystems (BMS, charging, compressor air, power steering, DC/DC conversion, high voltage power distribution unit, cooling, and HVAC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rear axle</strong></td>
<td>ZF AVE 132 full electric axle with 4 airbag suspensions, 11,000 kg rating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Front axle</strong></td>
<td>ZF RL 85 is a low-floor axle with dual airbag suspension rated at 7000 kh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suspension</strong></td>
<td>WabcoEcas controlled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Braking system</strong></td>
<td>Wabco system incorporating ABS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steering gear</strong></td>
<td>ZF 8089 Servacom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tires and wheels</strong></td>
<td>Three satin-finished and four durable alloy rims with 270/70 low profile tires are included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrical system (low voltage)</strong></td>
<td>24 V (2 × 12 batteries) DC system for ancillary chassis func-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Go Auto-Higer EB Prototype

By the end of 2017, Go Auto, better known in Malaysia as the distributor for Haval automobiles, revealed plans to introduce completely electric buses. The collaborative venture with Higer Bus Company Ltd. and other electric vehicle component makers is also part of this electric bus project. The research led to developing an electric bus, which they first tested at UTM in Johor, Malaysia, as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. EB prototype of Go Auto-Higer [40].](image)

The Go Auto-Higer bus could be charged in less than twenty minutes using a special double plug configuration with a specific twin plug setup. The higher-designed bus employs a dual point to charge the vehicle twice as much. This dual charging system speeds up the charging process and provides flexibility. In places without such charging stations, the standard single plug outlet may be utilized, albeit with slower charging periods, because the individual batteries are at the bus’s rear high up [40].

As a result, based on the authors’ view of this study, the cooperation between Malaysian local companies with global companies such as ZF, Siemens, and BYD K9 companies will potentially increase the growth of EB deployments in Malaysia. For example, Siemens has cooperated with more than 50 countries, such as England, France, Russia, and Austria, to develop several EBs by providing their manufacturing components. This cooperation leads to an increase in EB adoptions in public transportation networks [41].

4. Electric Bus Technologies in Malaysia

Recently, many EB technologies have been launched in Malaysia by several manufacturing companies: New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO), China’s Foshan Feichi Automobile Manufacturing Co Ltd., and BYD K9. The following section reviews these technologies accordingly in three Malaysian states; Putrajaya, Sarawak, and Melaka.

4.1. EB Technology in Putrajaya

Putra-NEDO EB project has been launched in Malaysia and Japan to replace fossil-fuel-powered buses with faster charge electric buses, as seen in Figure 7. This initiative entails the investment of 3.6 billion JPY (USD 360 million) over five years. NEDO
provides financial support for the industry under the agency’s International Demonstration Project of Energy Consumption Efficiency Technology and System Demonstration. Two 23-km circular routes in Cyberjaya and Putrajaya each began running exclusively with eight single-deck buses labeled Nadiputra [42].

Figure 7. The schematic outline of the Putra-NEDO EB project [43].

The buses are energized by Toshiba’s SCiB™ long-life and rechargeable lithium-ion battery. At Putrajaya Central Station, the chargers have been placed. Figure 7 shows how the Internet of things (IoT) networks observed the temperature of the battery, health condition, and electronic properties of the buses and chargers while they were in operation. Toshiba, HASETEC Corporation (manufacturer of Super-Quick Chargers), PUES Corporation (producer of electric power trains), and Oriental Consultants Global Company Limited (responsible for economic and environmental evaluation) are the projects partners [43,44].

4.2. EB Technology in Sarawak

According to Sarawak’s plan to use clean energy to power all public transportation networks in the state, Kuching’s first electric bus technology was launched in 2019, as shown in Figure 8. The city of Kuching is the capital and the most populous city in the state of Sarawak in Malaysia. The bus service, which operates from 7 a.m. until 6 p.m. daily along with a loop line dubbed Route 101, can finish each loop in one hour, stopping at 20 points along the way. A total of 55 passengers can be accommodated on the bus, including 16 standing commuters and a wheelchair-bound. Along with standard city speed, the maximum bus speed is limited to 70 km/h, and it could be traveled up to 300 km with a single charge by using a fast-charging system of 300 kW. This bus is powered by dynamo battery cells, which are eco-friendly and equipped with safety features [45]. It is essential to mention that the charging infrastructure and fast-charging city electric bus service have become very important. In this regard, the primary and secondary problems are determining the fleet of electric buses and charging infrastructure and finding passenger-load balanced schedule of vehicles, as reported in [46]. However, the peak operating power of the electric grid for an electric bus fast-charging station is
still a challenge. To relieve this issue, the authors in [47] proposed to install a stationary energy storage system and introduces an optimization problem for obtaining the optimal sizes of an energy buffer. The result shows that the electric grid’s operation capacity and electricity cost can be decreased significantly by installing a 325-kWh energy storage system in the case of a 99% satisfaction probability. Moreover, electric bus fleet composition and scheduling problem is introduced and modeled by [48]. In this study, multiple depots, vehicle types, and recharging technologies are jointly considered. The study concluded with valuable insights about electrification in public transit.

Figure 8. Sarawak’s electric bus was manufactured by China’s Foshan Feichi Automobile Manufacturing Co, Ltd [45].

4.3. EB Technology in Melaka

The BYD K9 (also known as BYD Fe Battery or BYD eBus) is China’s new environmentally friendly technology electric bus. This bus currently operating in Melaka state uses lithium-iron phosphate batteries to power the bus, as shown in Figure 9. The bus could drive up to 250 km on a single charge of the batteries. A full charge would take roughly 5 h with a maximum power of 60 kW. Batteries rated at 324 kW produce an average of 70–80 kWh/second with an estimated of less than100 kWh/hour energy-consuming.
The batteries may be recharged about 6000 times, roughly 16 years if charged once per day. BYD’s charger is a three-phase system with a seven-pin plug and is rated at 150A. When the brakes are applied, regenerative power is generated. Nevertheless, the regenerative power is negligible in comparison to the storage capacity of the batteries. The 75 kWh permanent magnet synchronous in-wheel motor was merged with the AC synchronous brushless motor (BYDTYC90A) to improve acceleration performance. With 12 V of alternating current, the compressor may power all air tank-operated equipment such as the door, air conditioning, suspension, power steering, etc. Additionally, the Cooltech air conditioner can be used with an air conditioner. The temperature inside the bus, especially at the rear, may feel colder due to the lack of heat created. This unit (VIN: LC06S2453D00000002) is Malaysia’s first electric bus, costing 1.35 million ringgit per unit [49].

By comparison, China has 99% of the world’s total (more than 400,000 EBs). That is because China has initiated prioritizing electrification of its public transport with subsidies and national regulations recently. Besides, several branches of the National Government that include the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), the Ministry of Finance (MOF), and the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), are closely involved in defining the broad policy framework for EBs [50]. As a result, it is recommended to build an
overall policy framework for EBs deployments and developments by employing various branches of the Malaysian Government.

5. Life Cycle: Generic Framework

Initiating complementary EB technologies requires examination of life cycle benefits, risks, and impacts. Therefore, this study develops a generic framework of EBs life cycle by adopting the energy demand model into life cycle cost and GHG emissions, containing model inputs, processes models, and model outputs, as shown in Figure 10. In this context, the framework would be applied to further studies for investigating both economic and environmental impacts on EB deployments in Malaysia. The following overview of the key model capabilities focusing on energy demand and economic and environmental effects [51].

Figure 10. The generic framework of BE life cycle.
5.1. Model Inputs

As illustrated in Figure 10, a variety of inputs should be considered when using the framework. Thus, the model input characteristics, factors, and parameters are required, divided into five groups: general EB characteristics, powertrain characteristics, infrastructure parameters, economic cost parameters, and emission factors.

5.2. Process Model

In this section, the bus life cycle model incorporated with the bus dynamics model is discussed to estimate the energy consumption of a bus drive cycle that accounts for mass changes due to passengers or energy storage options. This estimation gives designers insights into the cycle advantages, risks, and consequences of a new EB technology at an earlier stage in the design process, enabling them to make more informed decisions.

5.2.1. Demand Model

Based on Figure 10, the total required driving force \((F_x)\) describes the bus movement, which can be expressed according to Newton’s second law based on four forces [24], which is as follows:

- **Aerodynamic Drag force \((F_a)\)**
  The aerodynamic drag force is modeled as:
  \[
  F_a = \frac{1}{2} p C_d A (v - w)^2
  \]
  where the aerodynamic drag coefficient \((C_d)\) is a function of the relative wind direction, where the driving at high velocities reduces the influence of the relative wind direction. In this context, it is possible to determine \(C_d\) by using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Whereas, \(p\) is the density of air in \(kg/m^3\), the value of \(p\) changes with variation in humidity and temperature. While \(A\) refers to the bus frontal cross-sectional area in \(m^2\), \(w\) is the wind speed of the bus in the driving direction, expressed in miles per second.

- **Rolling Resistance Force \((F_r)\)**
  The continuous deformation causes the rolling resistance force at the tire-road contact patch of the rolling pneumatic tire. Due to the viscous-elastic nature of the rubber in the tire, energy is lost in this process, resulting in a resistance force:
  \[
  F_r = C_r M g \cos \phi
  \]
  where \(C_r\) is the rolling resistance coefficient; \(M\) in \(kg\) is the total mass (passengers weights and bus mass), \(g\) is the acceleration due to gravity \(9.81 m/s^2\), and \(\phi\) is the angle of inclination in (rad).

- **Grade Force \((F_s)\)**
  As illustrated in Figure 10, it can be seen that the road gradient influences the energy consumption, where the following equation can express grade force:
  \[
  F_s = M g \sin \phi
  \]

- **Transient Force \((F_t)\)**
  The transient force is required for accelerating or retarding the bus, which is as follows:
  \[
  F_t = (M + m_f) \frac{d v}{d t}
  \]
  where \(m_f\) is the fictive mass of rolling inertia in \(kg\).

- **Driving Force \((F_x)\)**
  As a result, the driving force of the bus can be expressed as:
\[ F_x = F_r + F_s + F_a + F_t \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

or

\[ F_x = C_r M g \cos \phi + M g \sin \phi \frac{1}{2} \rho C_d A (v - w)^2 + (M + m_f) \frac{dv}{dt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The driving force of the bus can be expressed as:

\[ F_x = \frac{P_{DC}}{v} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( \eta \) is the overall powertrain efficiency between battery and wheels, \( P_{DC} \) is the electrical DC power drawn from the battery by the powertrain, and \( v \) is the vehicle velocity. Based on Equations (6) and (7), the vehicle dynamics equation gives the total mechanical energy required by the wheels as a function of the kinematic parameters governing bus movement, as follows:

\[ E = \frac{\eta}{3600} \left( M g C_r \cos \phi + M g \sin \phi + \frac{1}{2} \rho C_d A (v - w)^2 \right) + \left( M + m_f \right) \frac{dv}{dt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where \( E \) is the mechanical energy needed at the wheels to drive on a distance \( d \) in kWh, and \( d \) is the distance traveled.

5.2.2. Life Cycle Model

In this study, a hybrid life cycle assessment (LCA) method along with life cycle costing (LCC) computations, applying process parameters (energy storage system (ESS) manufacturing factors, tank-to-wheel (TTW), and well-to-tank (WTT), emissions factors), and economic input–output (EIO)-LCA inputs (bus manufacturing, maintenance phases, and infrastructure manufacturing and operation). Based on Figure 10, the LCC models are mathematically formulated and discussed in detail for the further extension of research, as follows:

- **Capital Costs**

  The capital costs include the total costs of the charging equipment \( (C_{chg}) \), the purchase costs of an EB \( (C_{bus}) \), and the salvage value of the charging equipment and EBS\( (C_{SV}) \), which can be defined as follows [52]:

\[ C_{CAP} = C_{chg} + N_{bus} C_{bus} - C_{SV} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where \( N_{bus} \) is the total number of EBs in a fleet.

- **Operational Costs**

  The operations costs \( (C_{OP}) \) consist of maintenance, energy, and emission costs. Annually, the calculation of the operational costs can be defined as:

\[ C_{OP} = \sum_{j=0}^{T} (N_{bus} D_j (C_{nrj-j} + C_{m_j} C_{co2_j}) C_{ch} m_{ch}) \times (1 + d_{rate})^{-1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where \( T \) is the total time of LCA, \( D_j \) is the annual total driven distance, \( C_{nrj-j} \) is the yearly energy cost, \( C_{m_j} \) is the yearly maintenance cost, \( C_{co2_j} \) is the yearly emission costs (CO2 emission), \( C_{ch} \) is the yearly cost of charging equipment, and \( 1 + d_{rate} \) is the discount rate.

- **Labor Costs**

  Although driver labor costs frequently constitute the majority of operational costs, wages are neglected in various previous studies that applied for calculating the total cost of ownership (TCO). However, in this framework, driver labor costs are considered to provide a potentially comparative assessment of a larger-scale fleet. In [53], the authors reported that driver labor costs dominate the EB fleet TCO, making up 56–74% of TCO.

- **Social Costs of Carbon (CCS)**
In this framework, the SCC is determined to establish the incremental change of carbon emission, which can assess climate policies. More detailed descriptions of CCS evaluation can be found in [53].

5.3. Model Outputs

The key performance metrics include calculated EBs energy demand, investigated EBs charging impacts on a power grid, determining life cycle costs, computed life cycle GHG emissions, and examined other metrics that would be obtained by using the framework above, as detailed in model outputs of Figure 10.

6. Discussion

The examples presented in this paper highlight the implications of Malaysia’s policies to popularize the implementation of battery-powered mass transportation. Three highlighted implementations were mentioned: Putra-NEDO EB, the Sarawak EB project, and the BYD K9. Three prototypes were developed for future deployment, namely Sync R&D EB, MAI EB, and Go Auto-Higher EB. As highlighted in Table 1, there has been an overarching ambiguity regarding the results of deploying the implementations above of EBs in Malaysia. This ambiguity may cause hesitation regarding taking initiatives regarding setting policies in other states and territories since there have not been published outcomes regarding the financial viability of these initiatives. It is worth mentioning that most of the deployed projects are implemented on a small-scale operation, which may result in flattering feasibility of operations because the selected routes are more likely to be populous. Conversely, less populous ways may not present the best financial returns. However, the loads posed by less populated roads are likely to cause the busses to demonstrate better overall results such as reliability and charging intervals.

Furthermore, the lack of large-scale implementations suggest that the policies developed in Malaysia may not be as encouraging to private sector partners yet to take part in the transition to the electric mass transportation, a transparent approach to the results of the small-scale implementations may encourage private sector partners, therefore, democratizing the technology by making the early-stage implementation data widely available. Moreover, the manufacturing of EBs is technically challenging; thus, collaboration with international manufacturers to set up large-scale manufacturing plants may accelerate the transition process. This can be seen in the development of the (Go Auto-Higher EB) project, whereby the collaboration took place since the early stages of the project [40]. While they have been under development for a considerable amount of time, prototypes are still reliant on third-party suppliers for prototyping; therefore, when transitioning to manufacturing and deployment, they are restricted by the supply of the parts from those third-party manufacturers. While some of these parts are replaceable, others such as control chips and processing devices might be more challenging to source due to a potential global shortage in computing devices, such as the ongoing shortage in computing devices that Malaysia lacks manufacturing prowess [54,55]. Therefore, forming long-term partnerships with manufacturers of computing devices can ensure that there will not be any potential future shortages.

7. Limitations and Future Works

The present study has few limitations that need to be considered by future researchers. First, this study focuses on EB in a specific country (Malaysia). Future research is encouraged to include other countries such as Singapore, Taiwan, and Thailand in a comparative study highlighting the differences in implementations, policies, and other governmental mandates. Second, this study considers big vehicles (EB) only. Future research is encouraged to consider different transportation types. Third, the limited availability of publicly available data regarding past implementations of Malaysia’s attempts to deploy EBs meant that this paper’s findings are finite. Future researchers are encour-
aged to approach governmental and third-party agencies for any potential insights regarding the lessons learned of these initiatives above. Finally, although the present study provides valuable insights into the relevant area, future researchers could make enhancements to facilitate load balancing, regulate frequency and voltage, lower peak loads, and increase renewable energy usage. Therefore, an optimization method should develop to determine the optimal photovoltaic-grid-BEB charging component size.

8. Conclusions and Policy Implications

8.1. Policy Implications and Suggestions

In addition to reducing oil dependency, the electrification of the road transportation sector is widely considered a promising solution for mitigating the environmental impact of transportation systems. However, the road transportation sector’s electrification without replacing fossil-fuel power generation leads to the infelicitous outcome of increasing carbon dioxide emissions instead of meeting low-carbon targets. To date, Malaysia’s power generation is heavily dependent on coal and natural gas, where the electricity generation for Peninsular Malaysia, as reported by the Energy Commission (EC) of Malaysia, is mainly provided by 57% of coal and 34 of natural gas, as shown in Figure 11. Therefore, replacing diesel and natural gas buses with EBs will not be a beneficial solution for mitigating GHG emissions from the Malaysian transport sector until the power grid is sufficiently decarbonized. For the Government to deploy renewable energy as part of its national electricity generation, it must be highly supported by Government proper alignment incentives and Government policies, regulations, and implementations [54].

Figure 11. Generation percentage mix in peninsular Malaysia from 2016 to 2025 [54].
8.2. Conclusions

Bus manufacturers highly recommend the EB because of its potential replacements in reducing global warming and GHG emissions. Thus, in this study, the EB deployments in Malaysia have been comprehensively discussed, including EB roadmap policies, innovations, and technologies. This paper highlighted the main targets of NAP 2014 and NAP 2020 that guided EB deployments in Malaysia. This paper intensely reviewed current research and development companies that developed EB prototypes, including Sync R, MAI, and Go Auto-Higher. In addition, this study listed and deliberated the EB technologies that have been adopted in three Malaysian states, known as Putrajaya, Sarawak, and Melaka. In this study, the researchers proposed a generic framework of LCA, which in turn could benefit the researchers interested in developing a model for EB-LCB in Malaysia and worldwide.
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